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I've always been a huge fan of Grey Dog Software's take on the wrestling world. I, also, have always been a huge fan of
wrestling simulation games. Why? They allow you to take all of your craziest booking ideas and throw them into a text based
game, that uses words to bring it all to life.

TEW 2010 for only $5 bucks is an ABSOLUTE steal. Take advantage of this, and don't be overly picky. Just have fun with the
amazing characters that they made, and the fun atmosphere.. As other reviewers suggest, this is probably the most "politically
charged" book of the series. I won't spoil the story, but let's just say that sometimes this feels a bit too forced.
It's also the one that features the least amount of fighting, focusing more on the state of the depicted world. In addition, the
ending does not solve the majority of the plot points and (minor spoiler)finishes with a cliffhanger.

In my opinion, this is probably the weakest entry of the series. That's not to say it's a bad title, however. I'm looking forward to
the sequel.

Overall rating: 6.0/10. Really cool game.. *The time clocked doesn't represent my actual play time, for some reason it doesn't
register if you load through the Oculus app*
Reccomending because this game is *beautiful*. It's a short fable in fully immersive interactive form, it's whimsical and
peaceful and lets you join in on the creativity. It's basically a children's book you can jump in and help - If you know what to
expect, which is apparently a problem some have had with it, then you will not be disappointed.. Stick your best waifu to the
blades of your helicopter and fly away on the most hiarlious merry-go-round you've ever witnessed.

(As a weapon it's a level 2 decoy that isn't worth it beyond being fired from a gun so you can stick them on buildings if you'd
like). I enjoyed this game. Played through the whole thing and loved every minute of it! Worth every penny and then some!. The
price it's too high, I bought it for 1 euro and that's the real price with the coupon. It's a low budget game.I'd rather recommend
you to get HAWX for the same price and much a better game. The planes are aren't real nor the place so yeah, not too many
good points about this game.. Useless,

The simulator in settings has a check box for Mouse/Joystick. I checked it to use with my Logitech joystick. Nowhere in the
controls display does this so-called simulator show any controls for a joystick. It shows the keystrokes etc. for a keyboard,
mouse etc. but nothing for a joystick. Their tech support is absolutely non responsive. A total waste of money.. I cannot say I
enjoyed this game. The plot was bland, and felt disjointed. It ended suddenly, and one's only romance options were theives,
despite there supposedly being the promise of a good path, as well. The skills were well-implemented, but the only characters I
felt any connection to were a street urchin and my gang of hooligans, who were barely given any screen-time. I was apparently
supposed to feel a connection with the random thief I chased, and a woman who was absolutely vile to most everyone she met,
but... Well. It's just not a game I found at all fun.
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While the game has 'promise' controls are simply unbearable and countereffective.. For Those Intrested in some extra lore and
some more hotline miami, I recomend. It's an amazing game, but very few people play it. Sorta "Mad Max Simulater 2033". If
anyone wants to play, I make a server (or join an existing one) from 7:00am-8:00am pacific time.. This Game is AWESOME! I
was looking for something to play with my brothers so that way we could all be apart of the VR experience. This is one of the
best asymmetrical VR games out right now. However i must say playing this with people you know is where it's at.. Like
Touhou, you have small bullets, big bullets, curvy bullets, bullet walls, and enemies that want to kill you. Unlike Touhou, you
can actually shoot these MFs when they're behind you. -.-

It's extremely forgiving with the number of lives it gives you, so veteran danmaku players might find it a bit too easy, but for
most players the frequency of 1-UPs is offset by the added difficulty of handling enemies coming from both the left and right.
Oh yeah, and half of the enemies are nude, so there's a plus.

Overall, it's probably some of the most fun I've had with a bullet hell. The game is only $4 and has a free demo so give it a shot..
I remember playing the first game on Kongregate long ago. And I remember how much of a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665torm it created due to the accusations of plagiarizing Mat Skutnik, so much so that said
author had to comment on it's page giving it a recomendation.

I also remember it's less than stellar sequels, with puzzles, which cemented the MatSkut analogy due to the first one being
blatantly inspired by "the loop". I also remember that I commented on said sequel trying to explain why it was so poorly
recieved ("the loop" came in 3rd, making people realize it was not what the series was going to be about, whereas chambers
came in second, and the loop's puzzles were more organic and intuitive, whereas chambers were a bit too blatantly just gotten
straight out of a puzzle book and specially the chess one simply didn't make sense in context.)

Point is... I remember this author's trip through game design with all of it's blunders. And I'm happy to say he's learned his
lesson quite nicely. I can't believe this game flew under my radar until it got recommended to me by a friend due to the sale, and
I'm so happy I got to play it.

Let's start with the pros: GORGEOUS drawings with fluid animation, and amazing sound design. A world that seems far more
interesting than chambers made it out to be and expands on the first game quite nicely. Puzzles that are mostly far more intuitive
(with two exceptions, we'll get to them) and a story that, while not that complex or nuanced, does manage to explain our travel
through this world perfectly and has some potential, being more than serviceable for its intended purpose.

And now the things that could be done better:
-The philosophy of "chambers" can be felt again in some of the puzzles, in that they seem to be taken straight out of a puzzle
box and make no sense in context (EG: the "lock" for the box in the skeleton room is a modification of the knight's crossing
puzzle, which really wouldn't be a good security measure and the way one of the extras is gotten is with a red\/white light
puzzle.) This is really just a common blunder on many point and click games (rusty lake is notorious for it and I still love them)
so I won't dwell too much on it but for more "consistent" worlds which try to make sense on their own terms (such as this one or
"submachine") it is a bit more jarring than in rusty lake's psychodelic nightmare of a universe. More importantly however this
makes puzzles that are hard to get far more agravating than usual. And here we go with the two exceptions.

-The first exception is a certain labyrinth on the red room, which you need to do to get a certain key. It requires you to
illuminate the lights without reaching any "x" to get through with limited moves. This puzzle actually makes more sense in the
fact that as opposed to the knight's crossing variant it is a decent security measure because if you don't remember the path it is
infuriating and slow to crack. (Although the infinite tries still don't make sense in context) more imporantly tho: puzzles are
usually good if they follow two rules, and that is that they're as hard to figure out as you can make them while also being as fast
to get through once you figure them out. This puzzle is the opposite of that. It has no real intellectual challenge because you can
very easily guess what you're supposed to do but it's layed out in a way that is hard as balls to navigate and in the end I only
finished it by using photoshop to trace the path beforehand and then copying it in the game. It's the game's lowest point by far.
Still not enough for me not to recommend the game, we all make mistakes, but that is a very serious blemish.

-The other exception is the way to oppen the lockers with the skull in them. I looked a guide to pass that one and I seriously still
don't know how you're supposed to guess what the icons mean. At least it wasn't as aggravating as the labyrinth, but it just
completely left me without words.
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-Moving on from the puzzle side, there's a final blemish and I'd say it actually comes from the same source. The author seems to
still not have confidence on himself, and relies a bit too heavily on references. Now don't get me wrong most of it is greatly
integrated, but even before I got to the extra area and read what the references were the source of power being this all-
consuming fluid immediately made me think it had to be referencing something because of how out of left field it was and
while the author doesn't mention the alien being a reference to "being one" it again was so blatant in its retelling and so weird in
the game's context that I couldn't help but immediately class it as just that. Most of the sources of inspiration I wouldn't have
been able to guess had the author not admited to them on the extras but those two clashed a bit too heavily with the rest of the
game not to be from something else, and while I loved finding the extras the submachine analogy is yet again hard to miss.

-Finally, about said submachine analogy, this game really could do away with the scene transition. I already mentioned rusty
lake, and I'd say going with their style of transition (or even root's scrolling) would fit the animation style far more and I doubt
it'd be that hard seeing as how in most cases the scenes seem to fit without the separation lines.

All in all, it's a great game. A bit short (I've already played it twice and will soon play it again so don't look at my play time for
indication of its real length, I'd say it's somewhere between 15 and 20 minutes without counting the time spent figuring out the
harder puzzles or going around completely lost because you don't remember what door was that one particular room it (for me it
was the interrogation room) so I'd say most people will get it done in less than half an hour on their first playthrough.) Still, for
the prize it's more than enough and I'd gladly recommend it.. A blaxploitation-movie styled runner game. Mechanics are okay
(so-far nothing super punishing, but I've only been through the first world). It also has some QTE-styled boss fights, which at
least look kinda cool/silly, though are very simple (and the mini-boss fight is literally the same level every time, and that's not
good).

It's basically just a game to play a level or two at a time, basically just like a mobile game.

I rate it Okay out of a possible 100, I wouldn't pay full price for it, but not the worst game to be in a bundle (unless you find
blaxploitation movies offensive, in which, you won't like this game at all, just watch the trailer.). Really fun game with good
potential. Totally recommend the game for all Indy lovers !

- Story similar to the original movies.
- Pretty graphics , in both realistic and lego styles.
- Controls and movements for me are fine.
- Love the puzzle solving.
- Jumping and fighting in lego style !
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